From the National Institutes of Health. Summary of a meeting on the origin of pandemic influenza viruses.
Influenza type A virus periodically undergoes major antigenic shifts in which the hemagglutinin (HAG) and sometimes the neuraminidase (NA) antigens are replaced by HAG and NA antigens of another subtype. Three such shifts have taken place since the virus was first isolated, and all appear to have occurred in China. The way in which these "new" influenza type A viruses suddenly appear (or reappear) in the human population is not known. At a meeting held in Beijing, China, on November 10-12, 1982, participants discussed the latest findings on the molecular biology of influenza viruses and on aspects of their ecology that may offer insight into the factors responsible for the origin of pandemic influenza viruses. Information obtained in earlier studies has provided some clues about how the antigenic shifts may occur. For example, the H3N2 virus has been found to be a recombinant deriving seven of its eight genes from an H2N2 strain and gene 4 (which encodes for the HAG) from some other virus, possibly an avian influenza virus of the H3 subtype [1-3]. In addition, studies of the genome of the H1N1 virus that appeared in Anshan, China, in 1977 have shown that this virus almost certainly underwent no replication for 27 years. This finding suggests that the virus existed in an animal reservoir during this period [4, 5].